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Necessary and Sufficient Conditions
for the Well Posedness of the Cauchy Problem

for a Class of Hyperbolic Operators
with High Variable Multiplicity.

V. SORDONI(*)

1. Introduction and main results.

Let X be an open set of Rn + 1 = Rxo x Rnx’, r ’ = (xl , ... , xn ), with 0 E X
and

be a differential operator of order m with C 00 coefficients and let
denotes the homogeneous part of order m - j of P,

j = 0, ... , m.
Let us suppose that the principal symbol pm (x, ~) is of the form

where

Hi) q(x, ~o , ~’ ) is a real second order symbol, hyperbolic with respect
to ~o .

In the following we will denote by C = ~(x, I) I) = 0)
and by ~ _ ~ (x, ~ ) E T * X B 0 ~ q(x, ~ ) = dq(x, ~ ) = 0} the simple and the
double characteristic set respectively. We will suppose that f is
nowhere dense in C.

Our aim is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the
well posedness of the Cauchy problem for operators of the above

(*) Indirizzo dell’A.: Dipartimento di Matematica, Universita di Bologna,
Piazza di Porta S. Donato 5, 40100 Bologna, Italia.
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type (for a definition of correctly posed Cauchy problem for P in
Xt = Xi xo  t} we refer to [5]).

Let us observe that the standard Levi condition (cfr. [3] and [6]) im-
plies that if the Cauchy problem for P is well posed in Xt , for t small,
than ax, ~ Pm _~ (x, ~ ) = 0 E C, Va, Vj such that I oc I + j  r.

As a consequence, we can write Pm-j (x, Ç") aj (x, I) q(x, ~)’’-~,
Vj = 1, ... , r, for some aj E S j. For this reason, denoting by Q(x, Dx ) a
second order differential operator with principal symbol q, we can re-
duce ourselves to investigate necessary and sufficient conditions for
the well posedness of the Cauchy problem for an operator P of the
form

where Dx ) = 1, ... , r.
If q’ denotes the subprincipal symbol of Q, Fp the Hamilton map cor-

responding to the Hessian of q/2 at a point p E 1: and Tr+ Fp = 1:p., with
p. ~ 0 and ig E sp (F~), the positive trace of q at p, we can associate to the
operator (1.1), Vp the polynomial in r:

Clearly, this polynomial is invariant by homogeneous canonical trans-
formations.

The conditions for the well posedness of the Cauchy problem for
P(x, Dx ) will be given in terms of the roots T of polynomial Rp (Q, p, r)
and of the positive trace of q.

Our necessary result will be the following:

THEOREM 1.1. Let P(x, Dx) be a differential operators as in (1.1).
Assume that the Cauchy probLem for P is correctly posed in Xt , for
small t, and that, for some p = (0, 0) E T * X B o,

If Fp has no non zero real eigenvalue then the roots ~~ ( p) of the polyno-
mial Rp (Q, p, r) are real and satisfy

Our next result is concerned with sufficient conditions for P in order
that the Cauchy problem will be well posed in Xo.
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Let us introduce the following hypotheses:

H2) the characteristic roots of ~o - q(x, ~o , ~’ ) have multiplicity at
most of order 2 and the double characteristic set of q, 1:, is a non

empty Coo manifold such that the canonical çj dXj
does not vanish identically on T1: and the canonical 2-form
cr = dc~ has constant rank on 1:.

If p is a point of ~:

Then, we can prove the following:

THEOREM 1.2. Let P(x, Dx) be a differential operators as in (1.1)
satisfying Hl), H2) and H3)p VPEE- If, for each p E 2:, the polynomial
Rp (Q, p, r) has r real simple roots Àj (p) such that

then the Cuachy problem for P is correctly posed in Xo.

Now few comments are in order:

(1) If r = 1 then Rp (Q, p, r) = r + qi ( p) has the root a1 (p) _ - qf (p).
Then the conditions in Theorem 1.1 (resp. Theorem 1.2) means

that Im qf (p) = 0 and (resp. Im qi ( p) = 0 and

I  In this situation the above results are well-
known (see [6], [5]).

(2) Results of above type have been announced by 0. V. Zaitseva
and V. Ia. Ivrii in [8] but, as far as we know, no proofs have yet
appeared.

Moreover T. Okaji gives in [7] some necessary conditions for differ-
ential operator whose principal symbol is a product of second order op-
erators with commutative Hamilton maps but unfortunately he has suf-
ficient conditions only for very special type of operators.
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2. Necessary conditions.

Since the proof of Theorem 1.1 can be obtained using exactly the
same and of argument of Theorem 1.5.1 in Hormander [5], we will be
very short and give only the main lines of the argument.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Let p = (0, en) E 1:. Using the symplectic
dilatations y --~ p - s y, D --~ p~ D, s = (so , sl, ... , sn ), of Section 1.3 of [5],
we get, with the same notation used there:

With a suitable choice of s, we have:

where

where

(here M is the matrix defined in [5], pag. 140).
Finally, with a function to be determined, let us consider the

operator
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If some kj (0, en ) is not real or Tr + Fp - kj (0, en )  0 for at least one j, ar-
guing as in [5], it is possible to prove the existence of a phase function p
and of a formal power series vp in y and I/p such that ~oo (0) = 1 and

= 0 and this contradicts the assumption of the well posedness of
the Cauchy problem.

As a partial result, we obtain that ~~ (o, en ) E R and ~~ (o, en ) ~
5 Tr+ Fp.

Now, we observe that

where = 2, ..., r have principal symbols vanishing at p.
Since ’P is of type (1.1) the polynomial associated to IP will be:

with roots ~~ _ - Àj.
Applying the same argument as above to ’P, we conclude that

Àj (0, en) must be real Vj = 1, ..., r, and satisfy |kj (0, en) I  Tr+ Fp .

3. Sufficent conditions.

We will prove Theorem 1.2 using the method of energy estimates
(cfr. [5] and also [1], [2]). Such estimate will be obtained associating to
the operator P a system of second order pdo’s.

First of all, let us observe that we can always assume that the oper-
ator Q in (1.1) has subprincipal symbol identically zero on 1:.

Otherwise, if it is not, we rewrite Q as Q = Q + B with qi ( p) = 0
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with

where Ti = 0 and Ti E Lj, j = 2, ... , r, have principal symbol vanishing
on ~.

Then

since

Consider now a point po E ~. Without loss of generality, we can suppose
that po = (yo = 0, yo ; ~70 = 0, 1)ó) and that

We will use the following

L E MMA 3.1. There exist:

i) a neighborhood I x of (yo = 0, Yó) and a conic neighbor-
hood T C T*B0 of (y’0 ; n’0);

ii) pseudodifferential operator

(a) the principal symbol eo of E is real and does not vanish
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satisfies the
same hypotheses of Q;

(c) the principal symbols of are given by

PROOF. We will prove the Lemma only in the case r = 2 (the proof
of the general case is analogous).

By Malgrange Preparation Theorem there exist a neighborhood
I x U c X of (yo = 0, yo ), a conic neighborhood r c T * UB 0 of (yo ; qi)
and operators E(y, Dy) E L ° (I x U), L~ (U)), j =1, 2,
such that

where
. , 1

and Q’ has principal symbol

with Fj of order j on r.
By Mather Division Theorem

where Y) is a symbol of order -1 and gl,1 = +

+ ~’ ) with ci!l i symbol of order 1 - j, j = 0,1. 
’

Let us notice that Q"l (FI)(po) = eo (po) al (po) = = 

Let 83-I,1 and Gi, i = C(1)1,1 D0 + be pdo’s with principal symbol
/3-ij and gl,1 respectively such that T2 = S3 - is a
second order pdo on 1,. Then
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and

where S2 is a second order operator on 1’ since ((1 + 03B23-I, 1)-1 - 1) is of
order - 1. Now, we write 

’

where PO, 2 (Y, q) is a symbol of order 0 and
+ c2°2 (y, ’1)’) with c2?2 symbol of order

Likewise

where ~-2,2~ Y) is a symbol of order - 2 and go, 2 = -~’) )70 +
+ c (0) (y, ~’) with symbol of order - j, j = 0,1. 

,

Therefore

Let and be opera-
tors with principal symbols ~3 _ 2, 2 , go, 2 and g2, 2 respectively such that
T, = ,S2 - ~3-2, 2 ~ ~2 - Go, 2 Q’ - G2, 2 is a first order pdo 1’. Then, on r,
we have

where Sl is a first order pdo on 1’ since ((1 + ~6-2,2) ~ " 1) is of order
- 2 on 1’. Continuing in the same way, we finally obtain

By Lemma 3.1, disregarding the elliptic factor E and possibly
after making a canonical transformation which preserves the planes
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xo = const, we can suppose that P(x, Dx) is of the form

where Q = ( - D) + A(x, Dx’») and A is a second order pseudodifferen-
tial operator in the x’ variable depending smoothly on ro as a parameter
such that ~2 (A) = c~ ~ 0 and

The polynomial associated to P will be, dp e £

It is easy to verify that the roots of this polynomial satisfy the hypothe-
ses of Theorem 1.2 at po .

Let u E Co (K) with K cc X and Ag be a selfadjoint operator with
principal symbol |E’ IS. We put:

Then

where Ti = Dx , ) are selfadjoint first order operators with princi-
pal symbol vanishing on 1: and

where G, = + = + (C ~°~ ~1 _~ + i ) and C~~1~, 
are pdo’s in the x’ variable, depending on xo as a parameter, of order 0
and 1 respectively. If v = u2 , ... , ur) we have the r x r sys-
tem :

Here we have set
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where A’ (resp. Aj") is second order (resp. first order) selfadjoint
operator in the x’ variable, depending on xo as a parameter such that
Q"2 (A’ ) _ Q"2 (A), ~1 (A’ ) = Re qf = 0 on ~, ~1 (A§’ ) = Im q’ + Re CTI = 0
on E (Tr = 0) Vj = 1, ... , r.

Moreover

with det (TI - ~1 (~)) = Rp (Q, p, r), while

We can prove the following theorem containing the crucial energy
estimates.

THEOREM 3.1. Let P(x, Dx) be as in (3.2) satisfying Hl), H2) H3)p ,
~dp E ~.

Let us assume that, Vp ElJ, the polynomial RP (Q, p, r) has r real
simple roots Àj (p), j = 1, ... , r, such that:

Let = 1, ... , r, be first order operators which are differential in xo
and pseudodifferential in x’ with principal symbols vanishing on 1:.

Then, if K cc X, there exist a constant C = Cx &#x3E; 0 and TK &#x3E; 0 such
that t/u E Co (K) and Vr &#x3E; rK the following inequality holds:
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PROOF. Define Pv = ( - Do I - HD0 + + irz" - G)v. Arguing as

in [4], we can find first order ~’ ), j = 1, ... , 2k + h, van-
ishing on £ and such that, in a conic neighborhood of a fixed point po E S,
~ is given locally as

We can suppose that ~’ ), I’)) = 8i,j for i, j = 1, ... , k and
~’ ), X~ (x, I’ ) ) = 0 for i = 1, ... , h and s = 1, ... , 2k + h.

By the geometric hypotheses H2), H3), using the arguments of [5]
(§ 4.3), it is possible to choose a first order selfadjoint operator B =
= B(x, D’ ) such that, if Yj (x, ~’ ) = (x, ~’ ) - ~ (x, ~’ ), j = 1, ... , k and

where is a first order selfadjoint pdo with 
= Tr+ F.

Moreover, if M = - Do + B, the principal symbols of M ],
[Y~* , M] and [Do , B] vanish on ~.

Putting ~~ = and we can rewrite 1Pv as

Let ~1 (1F- f1) = a be the principal symbol of the matrix tf - f1. It is im-
mediate to verify that for p E 1J the eigenvalues of «(p) are exactly
- ~~ ( p) + Tr+ Fp , j = l, ... , r.

It follows that on a conic neighborhood of po the matrix «(p)
has smooth distinct eigenvalues ~~ ( p), j = 1, ... , r (possibly complex
for with near po. Denote by 71:j (p) the projector
on Ker (~~ ( p) I - a( p)), j = 1, ..., r, we can suppose that the are

symbol homogeneous of degree 0 in E. Let 77y the pdo’s with principal
symbol nj and It is easy to verify that 1l1 = 1l1*,

j=1 1 
y

R &#x3E; cI with c &#x3E; 0, 1l1(§ - g) - (F - G)* R = F is a first order matrix
with principal symbol vanishing on 1J (near po) and 1% (1F- f1) = 
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j = 1, ... , r, where the Ã/s are zero order pdo’s with principal sym-
bol ).j.

Denoting by ~ , ) the scalar product in L 2 (Il~x, ) we have:

Moltiplying (3.8) by and integrating for xo  0 we get,
Vs &#x3E; 0:

Estimating from above the terms in the right hand side of (3.8) except
the first one, we obtain:
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Now, integrating by parts and using Garding inequality, we ob-
tain :



+ cr f ||Mv(x0, ·)||20e-2rx0dx0 + cr E f ||yjv(x0, ·)||20e-2rx0dx0 +
x°0 
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a diagonal matrix of first order operators which are differential in xo
and pseudodifferential in x’ having principal symbol vanishing on ~.

We can write 8 = and 8" are diagonal matrices of
pdo’s in the x’ variable, depending on xo as a parameter, of order 0 and
1 respectively. 

,.~ ~

Summing and subtracting the term
right hand side of (3.9), we have:
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Choosing e small enough, the term can be

controlled by the term on the right hand
side of (3.10).

Since S" has principal symbol vanishing on LJ, there exist diagonal
r x r matrices _rJ.j = D’), ~~ _ (3j (x, D’) and y = y(x, D’) of order 0

such that
Then

Again, choosing e small enough, the term - er2f
xoo

can be controlled by the remaning terms on the right side of

(3.10).
In the same way, if r is large enough, the term

can be controlled by the remaining terms on the right side of
(3.10).
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In conclusion we obtain:

On the other hand, the following estimates holds (see also [5]):

From (3.11) and (3.12) we obtain:

Since v = (u1, ... , ur) = 1, ... , r, and u e Co (K),
from (3.13) we can easily deduce the energy inequality (3.6) for the op-
erator P.

Now, we can sketch the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Let us point out that, since for a differential operator P,
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Rtp (tQ, p, 7) = p, - ~), if ( 1.4) holds we can prove for tP
an estimates analogous to (3.5).

Having obtained the estimates near ~, we observe that, in a neigh-
borhood of a point po E Char P is an hyperbolic operator with
characteristics of constant multiplicity that satisfies Levi condition
which are known to be sufficient for the well posedness of the Cauchy
problem (cfr. Theorem 2.10 in [3]).

Using these informations, the proof will be finished arguing as
in [51, § 4.
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